New Mobile Solution
EagleEye is Precise Software Solutions, Inc.’s new mobile solution that uses the latest mobile technologies to improve efficiencies of regulated inspections, audits, or surveys for government agencies and private organizations. The solution is designed for easy configuration and alignment with your unique regulations and/or program standards.

The EagleEye solution is created based on our extensive experience supporting critical regulatory missions for government agencies. EagleEye is supported on both Android and Apple IOS devices. The solution is highly configurable to meet specific business needs and provides flexible integration methods to work seamlessly with existing IT solutions.

EagleEye App Features
Productivity
• Automation and streamlining of the inspection/survey/audit workflow
• Robust backend form builder that supports dynamic survey/form creation and deployment
• Easy creation of violations based on pre-defined regulations
• Offline access to daily work lists with table, calendar and map views
• Inspector Dashboard
• Elimination of paper surveys and forms
Integration
- Integration to Microsoft Outlook and Google Calendar for ‘Drag and drop’ scheduling
- Access to the mobile functions such as GPS and camera
- Real-time Social Media Monitoring for possible outbreak events
- Connects to Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and other social media tools
- Big Data Analytics
- Multi-device support
- Intelligent Automation with AI
- Cloud focus to limited onsite footprint

Compliance
- Easy configuration of state and federal government regulations, or company policies
- Seamless distribution of updated survey and compliance instructions when regulations change
- Electronic signatures captured on inspection devices
- Dynamic definition and deployment of custom forms specific for each customer
- System indicators on tablet to highlight prior violations
- Access to prior inspections
- Direct access to regulatory and procedure manuals, loaded onto tablet
- Guidance to inspectors for individual questions

About Precise Software Solutions
Precise Software Solutions, Inc. (Precise) is a nimble and fast-growing SBA 8(a) certified small business focusing on strategy and IT consulting services to public sector customers. We are proud of our strong reputation for overcoming obstacles and delivering innovative, quality work with measurable results. For additional information, please visit us at www.precise-soft.com.